The Effective Dynamic Ranges for Glaucomatous Visual Field Progression With Standard Automated Perimetry and Stimulus Sizes III and V
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PURPOSE. It has been shown that threshold estimates below approximately 20 dB have little effect on the ability to detect visual field progression in glaucoma. We aimed to compare stimulus size V to stimulus size III, in areas of visual damage, to confirm these findings by using (1) a different dataset, (2) different techniques of progression analysis, and (3) an analysis to evaluate the effect of censoring on mean deviation (MD).

METHODS. In the Iowa Variability in Perimetry Study, 120 glaucoma subjects were tested every 6 months for 4 years with size III SITA Standard and size V Full Threshold. Progression was determined with three complementary techniques: pointwise linear regression (PLR), permutation of PLR, and linear regression of the MD index. All analyses were repeated on “censored” datasets in which threshold estimates below a given criterion value were set to equal the criterion value.

RESULTS. Our analyses confirmed previous observations that threshold estimates below 20 dB contribute much less to visual field progression than estimates above this range. These findings were broadly similar with stimulus sizes III and V.

CONCLUSIONS. Censoring of threshold values < 20 dB has relatively little impact on the rates of visual field progression in patients with mild to moderate glaucoma. Size V, which has lower retest variability, performs at least as well as size III for longitudinal glaucoma progression analysis and appears to have a larger useful dynamic range owing to the upper sensitivity limit being higher.
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One could argue that measurements of very low precision have limited clinical value, and therefore the high retest variability of threshold estimates below 20 dB may represent a natural limit on the effective dynamic range.1,3,5 Retesting of values in a clinical setting after this much loss would appear to have limited value and one could argue that they not be included in the EDR.1,3,4 Supporting this proposal, Gardiner and colleagues2 have demonstrated that censoring pointwise perimetric sensitivities below approximately 20 dB has little effect on the ability of pointwise linear regression (PLR) to detect glaucomatous change over time. They have used PLR to find progressing locations, based on the slope criterion of \( \hat{\beta} \leq -1 \) dB/y and \( P \) value criterion of \( P < 0.01 \). Gardiner’s group3 explored two sets of criteria: an eye was labeled as progressing (1) if three or more locations were progressing by PLR criterion and (2) if three or more neighboring locations were progressing by the PLR criterion. They concluded that readings below 20 dB add little if anything to progression detection. Along the same lines, Junoy Montolio et al.4 also have suggested that perimetric sensitivities below approximately 20 dB contribute little to identify glaucomatous progression.
The aims of our investigation were first, to confirm the findings of Gardiner et al. in an independent dataset, and with a more comprehensive set of techniques of analyzing progression; second, to investigate how the EDR for visual field progression varies between stimulus size III and V; and third, to analyze the effect of censoring on mean deviation (MD). Our approach was similar to that of Gardiner et al.; however, we included an additional detection method—permutation of PLR (PoPLR)—and we added an analysis of MD. Like Gardiner et al., we analyzed progression in series of visual field examinations from which the lower threshold estimates (corresponding to stimuli of higher intensity) have been systematically “censored,” that is, replaced by a given “floor” value. For example, with a floor value of 20 dB, progression is evaluated in a visual field series in which all threshold estimates < 20 dB are censored to become 20 dB.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Participants

We enrolled and tested 120 glaucoma patients at baseline and again at a separate sitting within 1 to 8 weeks. We then tested the subjects every 6 months for 4 years.

The glaucoma patients were consecutive patients invited from the glaucoma clinic at the University of Iowa Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences if they met entry criteria. They were enrolled if they had glaucomatous optic disc changes with abnormal SAP (glaucomatous visual field defects, i.e., three or more adjacent abnormal test locations in a clinically suspicious area at the P < 0.05 level or two adjacent locations abnormal with at least one at the P < 0.01 level). In addition, MD was in the range of 0 to −20 dB on SAP. We included patients with primary, secondary, or normal tension glaucoma. The patients did not have other disease affecting vision and were capable of performing SAP and returning for follow-up visits. Patients were excluded if they had cataract causing visual acuity of worse than 20/30, pupil size less than 2.5 mm, were younger than 19 years, or were pregnant. If both eyes qualified for the study, one eye was chosen at random as the study eye. The average age of the glaucoma patients was 64.9 years (SD, 9.5 years; range, 38–81 years); their mean deviation was −6.7 dB (SD, 4.4 dB).

Participants were excluded if they had five or fewer time points available for analysis or if they had undergone cataract extraction during the 4-year study period. The study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board. All participants gave written informed consent.

Visual Testing

All subjects underwent automated perimetry using program 24-2 of the HFA (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA). For SAP, the stimuli of Goldmann size III (0.43° diameter, 4 mm²) were used with the SITA Standard 24-2 algorithm. Goldmann size V stimuli (1.72° diameter, 64 mm²) were used along with Full Threshold (FT) testing; there is no SITA program currently available for size V stimuli. Our pilot data and the work of Artes and colleagues have shown that the differences between SITA and FT are minor. We chose size III SITA so that we would be comparing the test most commonly used in clinical practice.

We followed the manufacturer’s recommendations for using corrective lenses. Care was taken to prevent lens rim artifacts. The subjects had cataract in one eye, chosen at random, but the same eye was used for all tests. All visual field examinations met the following reliability criteria: fixation losses < 20% or normal gaze tracking, false-positive rate < 10%, and false-negative rate < 35%. The four tests were administered in a random order with at least a 5-minute rest break between consecutive tests.

Analyses of Visual Field Progression

We performed three complementary analyses of visual field progression. PLR is a widely used point-by-point analysis of change at individual visual field locations. PoPLR, an extension of this technique, provides an overall statistical significance (P) value for the null hypothesis that there is no statistically significant deterioration anywhere in the visual field, customized to the individual patients’ data. Regression of the MD index provides an estimate of the rate of change (dB/y) of an individual’s overall visual field damage, along with a P value for the statistical significance of this change. The visual field data were censored in steps of 1 dB over the observed range for all analyses.

Pointwise Linear Regression. PLR is based on least-squares linear regression of sensitivity (decibel measurements) over time. We evaluated the total number of test locations that changed by more than −1.0 dB/y at a P < 0.01, across the group of glaucoma patients and healthy participants.

To classify an eye as progressive we used criteria as defined by Gardiner et al. Criterion 1 explores progression based on at least three progressing locations of the visual field; without any contiguity restrictions—a more relaxed classification rule compared to criterion 2. In conjunction with criterion 2, we define neighboring locations as those locations within 6°, that is, horizontally, vertically, and diagonally, for a maximum of eight neighbors for each interior location of the visual field, except for points within immediate vicinity of the blind spots and boundary points. Criterion 3 identifies progression by summing all progressing locations in the qualifying dataset. We define progression rate as the proportion of glaucoma patients flagged by each criterion, out of the total sample of patients.

Permutation of Pointwise Linear Regression. In contrast to PLR (where a trend is evaluated separately at each test location), PoPLR is a technique designed to derive a single P value for the statistical significance of visual field progression across the entire visual field. Because the result of PoPLR is a single P value, it is much more straightforward to make decisions on progression or stability in a visual field series than with PLR where some arbitrary combination of number of test locations, pointwise slope, and P value is required as the criterion for a “real” change. PoPLR has been described in detail previously, but in summary the technique works as follows: (1) at each test location, change is analyzed by ordinary least-squares linear regression, and a one-sided P value is calculated to isolate deterioration and ignore improvement; (2) the evidence for change is pooled into a single summary statistic across the entire visual field, through a statistical combination of the pointwise P values; (3) the visual field examinations from each patient are randomly reordered (permuted) many times, in order to estimate the null distribution of the summary statistic; and (4) the summary statistic from the actual series is compared to the null distribution, and its rank order within this distribution provides the overall P value. When there is statistically significant visual field progression, the summary statistic of the actually observed visual field series will be much smaller than when the visual fields are randomly rearranged in time.

Because the P value of PoPLR is based on each individual patient’s visual field series, it implicitly “corrects” for patients with higher or lower variability than average, and it also is entirely independent of the underlying measurement (decibel)
These advantages over other, more conventional, analyses of visual progression are particularly important for the investigations reported here, since it may not be easy to equate between point-by-point change-over-time with different stimulus sizes.

Rate-of-Change Analysis of Mean Deviation. Regression of the MD index over time provides a global estimate of rate of change. At each sensitivity level from 0 to 40 dB, we censored by test location and then computed the MD. We then compared the number of eyes classified as changing based on a slope of less than $-0.5$ dB/y and $P$ value $< 0.05$. We used less strict criteria for this analysis because of the known differences in assessing global versus pointwise changes.

Lastly, we statistically compared the proportions of eyes flagged as progressing based on censored data with the original proportions (i.e., proportion progressing in uncensored data). This was done for censoring values from 1 to 40 dB, to investigate at what point the censoring leads to a statistically significantly smaller proportion with progression.

RESULTS

Of the 120 glaucoma subjects, 94 met the complete analysis criteria. Twenty-six glaucoma subjects were excluded from the analyses either owing to cataract extraction, owing to dropout, or not having had at least six time points available for a meaningful estimation of regression parameters. The average MD of the SITA tests was 6.6 dB with an SD of 9.5 dB (range, $-0.5$ to $-19.9$ dB). The median was $-9.2$ dB with an interquartile range of $-14.8$ to $-4.8$ dB. Figure 1 shows the histogram of the pointwise sensitivities, at the end of the series for Goldmann stimuli size III and size V; and Figure 2 shows the pointwise PLR rates of change. Figures 3 through 5 show the detection rates when PLR criteria 1, 2, and 3 are applied to the glaucoma population. Figure 6 assesses detection rate under PoPLR criterion for global detection by using a $P$ value of 0.01. Figure 7 explores detection rate by using MD regression criterion of slope less than $-0.5$ dB/y and $P$ value $< 0.05$. The results are as follows.

FIGURE 1. Histogram of the absolute frequency of pointwise sensitivities (in decibels) with Goldmann size III stimuli (top) and size V stimuli (bottom).
Pointwise Linear Regression

PLR criteria 1 and 2 show a sharp change in detection rates with censoring around 20 dB. This result holds for both size III and size V stimuli, although size V appears to offer a larger effective dynamic range present mostly at the upper end of the range. It is not surprising that PLR criterion 2 yields a lower detection rate, since this criterion requires localized progression. Regardless of the restrictiveness of the criterion used, the underlying message is that testing below 20 dB may add little, if any, useful clinical information regarding progression detection within this population (Figs. 3–5).

Permutation of PLR

The results from PoPLR suggest a sharp change in detection rates with censoring around 25 dB (Fig. 6). This suggests that with the more global approach of PoPLR, measuring sensitivity below 25 dB may add little if anything to progression detection. The MD analysis also showed the same pattern although not as pronounced as those of PLR and PoPLR (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION

By investigating longitudinal data from glaucoma patients with mild to moderate glaucomatous damage, we confirmed that censoring threshold estimates below 20 dB results in only a minor reduction in the number of eyes classified as having changed. This finding holds across a large spectrum of progression criteria.

We have observed that the EDR for retest variability for the size V stimulus is greater by approximately a log unit than for the size III stimulus.\(^1\) We have also observed a larger EDR for glaucomatous progression with the size V stimulus. Much of the enhanced range of size V testing appears to derive from sensitivities at the upper end of the useful range. This finding has important implications suggesting that using the size V stimulus may give clinicians a wider effective range of progression detection in glaucoma than using the size III stimulus.

Our findings are in concert with those of Gardiner et al.\(^2\) These investigators, using two datasets (one with less damage than our subjects and one with more damage) and the same PLR criteria for progressing test locations that we used, have found that the progression rate for PLR does not materially change when test locations with low sensitivity (those below 15–19 dB) are censored from the analysis. We extended their findings to include the comparison with size V stimulus results, PoPLR analysis, and the MD regression censoring results.

The findings from Gardiner and colleagues\(^2\) and our study are important for several reasons. If little is gained from testing below 20 dB for glaucomatous progression, testing could be truncated at this sensitivity level with resultant time-savings. This saved time could be used to better map the defects present or add test locations in the periphery or macular area. Second, with the poor repeatability of SAP testing below 20 dB, clinical decisions are being made on very noisy data.\(^1\) We have shown previously that with size III stimuli, when the initial test values are between 0 and 15 dB, the most frequent value on
retest is 0 dB. It may improve clinical care to simply omit this highly variable data from clinical decision-making.

We found, as did Gardiner et al.,2 that the progression rate for glaucoma subjects is slightly higher when the censoring threshold is 0 dB (i.e., no censoring) than when it is 20 dB. Although test locations with sensitivity below 20 dB may not drive progression detection, they are not entirely without utility. However, the time cost of a modest addition of information may not justify this additional testing. In other words, the time may be better spent at measuring those locations that are within the effective dynamic range of the technique rather than outside it. Gardiner and Mansberger,17 for example, have evaluated a perimetric algorithm that does not present stimuli below 15 dB and compared it to an identical testing algorithm that uses a standard decibel range. The difference between the two runs for the same algorithm has been used as a measure of test-retest variability. They have found a lower retest variability for the test that does not use stimuli brighter than 15 dB. These findings, coupled with ours, suggest that equipment manufacturers may need to reconsider the maximum stimulus luminance of their devices.

A valid concern is that censoring, or any other change in the measurement range, will systematically bias the test results. However, this potential bias is no different in principle from that observed with any current definition of the 0-dB stimulus. Let us consider a case where the physical dynamic range of the instruments are extended (rather than reduced, as we propose here) by increasing the maximum stimulus luminance by a factor of 10. This would shift the decibel scale upwards (e.g., 30 dB becomes 40 dB), and the shift would apply to any threshold estimates as well as to the normative values. In turn, those total deviation values corresponding to absolute scotoma

FIGURE 4. Results of progression rate using the more restrictive PLR criterion 2, according to which three or more neighboring locations in the visual field changed by −1 dB/y at a P value of 0.01; in percentage of subjects. The reduction in progression rate (compared to the uncensored data) became statistically significant (P < 0.05, paired test of proportions) at censoring thresholds of 27 dB (size III, V).

FIGURE 5. Effect of censoring on size III and V thresholds on total number of progressing test locations in subjects with glaucoma with mild to moderate visual loss. Note that below approximately 20 dB there is little increase in progression rate (criterion 3); in percentage of test locations; slope worse than −1 dB/y; P = 0.01. The reduction in progression rate (compared to the uncensored data) became statistically significant (P < 0.05, paired test of proportions) at censoring thresholds of 24 dB (size III) and 25 dB (size V).
(sensitivity, \(<0\) dB) would become more negative. In other words, threshold estimates, normative data, and global indices such as MD are all dependent on the specific choice of the measurement range, and test results can only be compared with each other when they are obtained under the same definition. Our case is that a large part of the current measurement range does not seem to contribute much value to the measurement of progression. But, this is best addressed through a redesign of visual field tests, and we do not argue that censoring should be applied with current tests to shorten the test time (e.g., by avoiding to retest locations with sensitivity below a certain value). Simple and ad hoc approaches would likely make it difficult to compare patients’ data to previous results.

One weakness of this study was that our cohort was confined to mild to moderate glaucoma. Our findings need to be corroborated for more severely damaged and end-stage glaucomatous visual field examinations. Another weakness was that the testing algorithms of the two stimulus sizes are different with the Bayesian-based SITA Standard used for Goldmann size III stimuli and the FT strategy for size V. Artes and colleagues\(^9\) have found retest variability for SITA Standard slightly better than FT above 25 dB and slightly worse below 25 dB. We doubt that this issue has much influence on our findings but realize a better comparison would have been to use FT testing for size III. However, this would not have allowed us to validate the findings of Gardiner et al.,\(^2\) which was one of our main aims.

In conclusion, censoring sensitivity estimates \(<20\) dB leads to only a minor reduction in progression rate, for a variety of criteria including PLR, PoPLR, and MD. SAP therefore may be improved by limiting testing to the range of sensitivities with

![Figure 6](http://tvst.arvojournals.org/) PoPLR results are similar to PLR results, although sensitivities below approximately 25 dB have little impact on progression rate; in percentage of subjects with \(P\) value set at 0.01. The reduction in progression rate (compared to the uncensored data) became statistically significant \((P < 0.05,\) paired test of proportions\) at censoring thresholds of 26 dB (size III) and 27 dB (size V).

![Figure 7](http://tvst.arvojournals.org/) The effect of censoring on MD on progression rate for stimulus size III and stimulus size V, with slope less than \(-0.5\) dB/y and \(P\) value \(<0.05\), again shows that values below approximately 20 dB add little to detection; in percentage of subjects. The reduction in progression rate (compared to the uncensored data) became statistically significant \((P < 0.05,\) paired test of proportions\) at censoring thresholds of 19 dB (size III) and 23 dB (size V).
high repeatability. This would shorten the test in subjects with moderate to severe glaucomatous damage and allow for this saved time to be used for assessment of other more clinically useful test locations.
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